
TOUCHING THE VOID REVIEW

So the experience of presiding, during a recession, over a Â£25m renovation of the Bristol Old Vic may have led artistic
director Tom Morris to reopen the playhouse with David Greigâ€™s adaptation of Touching the Void. Joe Simpsonâ€™s
mountaineering memoir details how, when his.

Share this:. The sound design Jon Nicholls deserves its own curtain call, the creaking of the ice evoking a
menacing chill. Yates finally made the heart-stopping decision to sever the rope connecting them, leaving his
stricken pal marooned inside a crevasse. The movie is about Joe Simpson and Simon Yates , two Brits in their
mids who were determined to scale the forbidding west face of a mountain named Siula Grande, in the
Peruvian Andes. Because they were out of earshot in the blizzard, all Yates could know was that the rope was
tight and not moving, and his feet were slipping out of the holes he had dug to brace them. Our editorial is not
dictated by ticket sales. Edward Hayter is a carefully understated Simon, made fragile only by the knowledge
of the consequences of his action. Tweet For someone who fervently believes he will never climb a mountain,
I spend an unreasonable amount of time thinking about mountain-climbing. Tables and chairs become
mountains, a simple glass is a toe-hole. His leg was a serious mess, and the pair tried to descend as fast as they
could with the bad weather getting worse more on that later. Richard impressive newcomer Patrick McNamee
uses peanuts to demonstrate the scale of the ascent to Sarah. The adaptation of the text has also been
sensitively and intelligently done. My wife is a mountain guide who has walked in the shadow of Siula Grande
many times, leading treks through the Peruvian Andes, and an old friend of mine went to Canada's Yamnuska
Mountaineering school to become a guide I am a dilettante when it comes to paddling and mountaineering,
and I've done nothing like Erika and Curtis have, but I do love the extreme sports and have a healthy respect
for the conventions that go along with them , and their response to Touching the Void is that the pair of them
-- Yates and Simpson -- should have died for their stupidity. He must somehow get down the mountain and
cross a plain strewn with rocks and boulders, so that he cannot walk but must try to hop or crawl despite the
pain in his leg. You're so stupid! Simpson says he would have done the same thing under the circumstances,
and we believe him. Inch by inch we follow his epic crawl to safety, dragging himself, in agony, over ice,
snow and rocks, thinking about Sarah and awful Boney M songs. It has also spawned books, talking
engagements, documentaries and an award-winning film etc etc. Not only did his decision turn out to be the
right one, a decision that saved both their lives, but how many of those who say Yates should have hung on,
and question his ethics for not doing so, would have actually kept their knives in their pockets? It is hard to
single out the staging, the actors or the script as the star in this production. The mountain itself is a sight to
behold. It has all the elements of a classic adventure yarn. Yates' and Simpson's insane ascent up Siula Grande
and their antics trying to recover from their error only perpetuate that perception. Local guides had warned
them about the weather atop Siula Grande, and their own senses told them, before they even started the ascent,
that they were racing against a possible mountaintop blizzard. Josh Williams is astonishing as the beleaguered
Joe. There simply aren't any. They made their descent with Yates h I never really understood what there was
to debate in the "big debate" surrounding Touching the Void.


